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Over a century of circulating coins! From Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, Collecting World Coins,

1901-Present, offers the most comprehensive country-by-country, fully illustrated listing of 20th and

early 21st century coins used in everyday commerce on the market. The perfect reference for

beginner to expert collectors and dealers interested in circulating coins found around the world, the

new edition features complete coin descriptions and more than 18,500 actual-size illustrations to

assist in making positive identification. Each detailed listing includes: * Dates, mintmarks and

mintages. * Metal of issue. * Actual silver weight or actual gold weight to determine bullion value. *

Current market value for more than 500,000 listings. With this 14th edition of Collecting World

Coins, you will be able to value your collection as well as see modern world history unfold through

changes in governments, monetary system reforms, inflationary periods and wars as recorded in

international circulating coinage.
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My Dad has taken up world coin collecting as a hobby in his retirement years. He was doing all of

his research on the web. I gave him this book for his birthday. I knew it was something he would

never buy for himself since he could just use the web for free. According to him this book saves him

a ton of time, and he likes it very much. He especially appreciates the coin values so he knows what

he should realistically be paying or selling for as he makes transactions.If you collect world coins, do

yourself a favor and get this book. If you are an expert coin collector with a very high dollar

collection I don't know if this guide will be that helpful, but for someone who is only a few years into



a hobby like my Dad, this book is great.

This book arrived quickly and is as advertised. It has all the info that I need for looking up coins

including instant identifier, monogram and numeral charts to go along with the usual coin values and

mintage amounts. The only thing that could make it better for me were if it was printed in color.

I use this book to look up the coin I have from passed purchases and when I am I am thinking of

buy a new coin. I am very happy with this book it was good buy.

A complete guide of world coins from 1901 to 2011. It was a present for my boyfriend and totally

loved it because there wasn't any book like that in Spanish.

Great book, more than I expected! I do recommend adding it to your collection if you have coins

from around the world.

Very helpful, but still sorted by denomination rather than number, so it is hard to determine sets

issued together.
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